Disharmonious Composition (DishComp) is definable as X/YY\Z ~ X\Z Y/Z X\Y=. X/Z (and is comdemned by Carpenter 1998:202 and Jacobson 1992: 139ff) Harmonious Composition (HarmComp) defined as X/YY/Z =~ X/Z Y\Z X\Y~ X\Z (and is generally adored) is Lambek Calculus (Lambek) has the following basis: axiom: X =* X rules: Lambek) 
Categorial List Grammar (CatListGram) (Cremers 1993 and at fonetiek-6.1eidenuniv.nl/hijzlndr/delilah.html) GenComp + Primitive Cancellation Constraint + Directed Stacks + Transparent Primary Category (but nevertheless) CONCLUSIONS None of the additional characteristics for CatListGram affects the weak capacity of a categorial grammar; i.e.:
• exclusive cancellation of primitives does not affect recognition capacity maintaining more than one argument stack does not affect recognition capacity merging argument stacks of primary and secondary category does not affect recognition capacity and it takes more than disharmony to induce permutation closure.
Fact 7
Fact 4, Fact 5 and Fact 6 also hold mutatis mutandis for CatListGram. In these aspects, CatListGram and GenComp are weakly equivalent. 274
